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Sharing the Shortages
WATER LITIGATION AND REGULATION IN
HISPANIC NEW MEXICO, 1600-185°

Malcolm Ebright

D

isputes over water in the American Southwest and in Central Mexico
have a long history. Indigenous peoples fought over land and water
before the arrival ofthe Spanish conquerors, and the Spaniards joined in the
tradition, disputing water access and control with the local Indians and
among themselves. However, battles between Spaniards and those between
Spaniards and Indians differed in character. The Spaniards seemed to share
an understanding that the aggressive tactics used against Indians were unac-,
ceptable against other Spaniards. Blows were sometimes exchanged between
Spaniards, as documented in cases from Spain and Central Mexico, but the
preferred tactic was simply to take more water than law or custom allowed
and see what happened. l Court cases in New Mexico record numerous references to threats of violence, but in the end most disputes were resolved by
water-sharing regimes. 2
The tradition of fiercely defending one's water rights in New Mexico inspired the saying "whiskey is for drinking and water is for fighting.") But this
study of New Mexico water battles reveals that disputants generated bluster
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far more than they spilled blood. In a tightly choreographed dance both sides
marshaled all possible arguments to support their water claims, knowing that
the final decision would probably recognize everyone's needs. No single
party would get all the water.
By what rules did Spanish colonial society allocate the contended-for water?New Mexico was a remote frontier outpost with few law books and fewer
lawyers. The law, especially regarding water rights, was usually comprised of
decisions in actual cases, not some obscure law in the Recopilaci6n de Leyes

de los Reynos de Las Indias (the compilation oflaws governing Spain's colonies in the Americas) or some blanket characterization of water rights law in
modern terms. Knowing the criteria the alcaldes and governors used to divide the water will suggest how Spaniards and Indians, and elite Spaniards
and their poorer neighbors negotiated the balance of power. 4
Water-rights adjudication suits filed by the New Mexico state engineer
have stimulated the study of water litigation in Spanish and Mexican New
Mexico. In the last thirty years books and articles published by historical experts in these legal cases have added substantially to our knowledge about
water rights in New Mexico and the Southwest.' Early works address the subject of water allocation in Central Mexico and Spain and provide models
with which to compare and evaluate water allocation in New Mexico,6 while
recent books on the related subject of New Mexico land grants explore the
relationship between land and water. 7 The unpublished reports of historical
experts in water rights adjudication cases are another rich source of material
dealing with water allocation in New Mexico. s
This article explores the criteria applied to the adjudication of water disputes and incorporated into local water ordinances, especially during water
shortages. Some cases deal solely with Hispanic acequias, some cover Pueblo
Indian acequias, and a few examine disputes between Spaniards and Pueblo
Indians. The time frame begins with the settlement of New Mexico by Spaniards under Juan de Onate in 1598 and ends with the occupation of New
Mexico by Americans under Brigadier General Stephen Watts Kearny in

1846. To understand the legal claims and supporting arguments of the conflicting parties, I include some historical, geographical, biographical, and
legal background for each case and the relative location of the disputants on
the stream system. 9
Studies of water rights litigation in colonial Mexico yield different results
depending on the region studied. Sonya Lipsett-Rivera reviewed numerous
irrigation lawsuits in Puebla, mostly between large hacendados (owners of
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large agricultual or stock-raising estates) and indigenous communities. She
found that it was almost impossible for indigenous communities to share
water with large haciendas because of the vast quantities of water required
by the hacendados' crop of choice: sugar cane. Moreover, once an upstream
user illegally constructed new dams to divert water, the excessive time and
expense made difficult fighting such usurpations in court. So the preferred
strategy of indigenous communities was to prevent such upstream diversions
before they became a fait accompli.lOFor instance, the indigenous community of San Miguel Tilapa was able, through swift defensive action, to prevent
the hacienda of San Juan Bautista Colon from building cajas (reservoirs from
which water was distributed) above them to divert the Ahuehueyo River. But
this case was the exception. II
Spaniards and Pueblo Indians also used the strategy of prevention of upstream settlement in New Mexico. Both Santa Clara Pueblo and the vecinos
(Hispanic residents) of Ranchos de Taos were able to obtain upstream grants
ofland in order to control upstream irrigation. 1z Spaniards and Indians alike
realized that keeping new settlers out in the first place was better than trying
to assert prior use claims, especially when water was scarce. Prior use claims
almost never led to an award of exclusive use, for once an upstream user was
in place authorites considered the needs of all irrigators and generally decreed a regimen of water sharing.
Lipsett-Rivera found indigenous peoples to be astute defenders of their
water rights against overwhelming odds. Indian communities used the courts
when necessary, but they also resorted to self-help when the process of litigation was too slow. They also found they had a better chance of success in
court if they joined with other communities to fight a water appropriation by
a wealthy hacendado. Sometimes, however, the initial indigenous solidarity
gave way to bickering and divisiveness as litigation dragged on for decades.
Such a schism occured when in Mexico three Indian villages combined to
fight hacendado Martin Calvo in the latter decades of the eighteenth century. After one of the villages was wiped out by disease, the other two battled
over the share of the abandoned village until the claimants' wives asked the
viceroy for a final decision to end the litigation. The women complained that
their husbands were away from home so much pursuing the case that their
crops were dying from lack of tending, not lack of waterY
Lipsett-Rivera documents numerous instances in which indigenous communities used the judicial system to preempt Spanish strategies that would
limit the Natives' future access to water. For instance Indians attempted to
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enforce contracts with Spaniards for water rental and agreements with Spaniards to clean Indian acequias. The Natives designed such strategies to prevent
a claim ofa servitude (similar to adverse possession) that would allow Spaniards
to receive a share ofavailable water in a future reportimiento (division of water
between Spaniards and Indian communities).14 However, these tactics usually
failed because the concerns of meeting existing needs prevailed in most repartimientos in the long run. Yet, unlike the experience in northern Mexico, Lipsett-Rivera found that "although plaintiffs claimed that they had a dire necessity for water in order to survive, the longest tenure of resources without any
legal challenge was the most secure claim to irrigation."15
Lippsett-Rivera seems to be saying that prior use was more important than
need in the cases she studied, but elsewhere in the book she makes clear that
this condition was true only for the early colonial time period and for the
region of southern Puebla. Lipsett-Rivera believes that "the doctrine of prior
appropriation prevailed in Mexico as it did in Puebla during the colonial
period," although she bases this on secondary evidence. Actually the system
of Hispanic water law was not appropriative. Pn"oroppropriotion is a modern
term not found in the Hispanic cases. Under prior appropriation, the oldest
users get all the water needed, trumping more recent users who might get no
water in times of scarcity. Prior use, on the other hand, was just one factor to
be considered along with other criteria such as need. 16 In any case, LipsettRivera's basic conclusion is sound: water allocations between haciendas and
indigenous communities "had to reflect a certain understanding of fairness,
past use, or simply the balance of power. When this equilibrum was forgotten and trampled over without due process, sabotage or sometimes violence
resulted."17
Michael Murphy has studied irrigation in the Bajfo region of central Mexico, coming to somewhat different conclusions than those of Lipsett-Rivera.
In the colonial system, Indian communities were assumed to have water
rights without the need to produce written titles to support them. Spanish
settlers sometimes usurped those water rights, but their encroachments often led to Indian rebellions. Murphy found that the criterion of need was
often applied to disputes in northern Mexico, a conclusion not unlike that
of William Taylor for central Mexico. 1s
Taylor studied twenty-two water cases from a variety of places within the
Audiencia of Mexico spanning the period from 1538 to 1800. He found that
these decisions seldom referred to the Recopilocion but were pragmatic judgments to keep the "peace among the Indians and farmers."19 (Lipsett-Rivera
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also echoed Taylor's emphasis on pragmatism and scant mention ofthe Recopilaci6n. )20 Taylor found that the principles of prior use and need were the
most important factors in water distribution and that proximity to the source
and protection of Indian communities were important butlesser factors.
When prior use was applied, it seldom provided exclusive rights to irrigation
water. Instead, Indians and others who claimed prior use were usually required to share available water. 21 For examplein a 1705 Puebla case between
an Indian community and a Spaniard, the water judge measured both the
available water in the river and the amount of water the Indians were using,
and assigned an additional portion of water to a sugar mill. 22 In this case as
in others cited by Taylor, the pragmatic approach sought to balance the
needs of the irrigators with the availability of water.
According to Taylor,oneed was sometimes tied to prior use in a dynamic
way. In repartimientos involving Indian communities, their prior use claims
were generally sustained only "for their personal needs ... [and] for the irrigation of their fields and orchards."23 The irrigatiou" ofland to be acquired
in the future, whether Spanish or Indian, was not covered by repartimientos.
One example was a repartimiento involving the Indians of Apaseo and the
Spaniard Hernan Perez. He and his descendants were awarded the use ofthe
water needed "for the irrigation of only the lands which they have and possess right now and not those [lands] that they may acquire in the future."24
Ward Stavig has studied land and water disputes between indigenous people and their Spanish neighbors in Peru during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Like Mexican Indians, the Peruvian indigenous people skillfully employed the Spanish legal system, sometimes citing specific sections of
Spanish law to make their arguments. In water disputes between hacendados
and indigenous communities the Indians often won the case, but like the
hacendados in Puebla studied by Lipsett-Rivera, the Spaniards in Peru often
disregarded government edicts.25 In one case from 1754, the Indians of Oropesa
complained that the upstream haciendas had restricted their water supply contrary to an agreement previously worked out between the parties. Under its
terms, the Indian community received water on Monday, Tuesday, and Sunday nights, but the volume was insufficient to water their fields and garden
plots, or for the chickens raised as part of their tribute. The Oropesa Indians
petitioned for more water and were awarded additional flow-all day on Monday and Tuesday. This increased water allotment, based on need, solved the
problem until the hacendados cut offthe Indians' daytime supply. Even when
ordered to abide by the water-sharing agreement, the hacendados refused.
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Their illegal act so outraged the community of Oropesa that several Spaniards testified on behalf of the Indians in subsequent proceedings. Tomas de
Duenas, a member of an old Spanish family and a resident of Oropesa, testified that the hacendados were cutting off the Indians' water and that the
Indians had predated the haciendas. The Spaniards were breaking a watersharing agreement based on need, which the Indian community relied on as
leverage to attain compliance}6
Michael Meyer has examined numerous water-allocation cases throughout New Mexico, the greater Southwest, and central Mexico. His analysis
isolated seven criteria applied in water-allocation decisions: just title, prior
use, need, injury to third party, intent, legal right, and equity.27 Most, but not
all, of these criteria were important to New Mexico cases studied for this
article. Just title refers to a written document granting water rights (merced
de agua), similar to a land grant. Although just title was an important consideration in water disputes in central Mexico, few grants of water rights were
made in New Mexico, and none ofthe cases studied below involved the presentation of a written merced de agua to justify a claim for water 28
The principle of prior use or priority, sometimes referred to as prejerencia,
was claimed in several of the cases studied. The criterion of need was mentioned more frequently than any other and was often opposed in the cases to
the principle of prior use. The criteria of injury to third party, intent, and
equity and the common good are all related to need in the cases studied. For
instance, the intent of the government to increase agricultural production so
that settlers could be self-sufficient was a concept similar to need. Another
principle in Michael Meyer's list of criteria is legal right. Encapsulated in
this concept is the tension between the rights and needs of the individual
versus the rights and needs of the community. Thus, Meyer's criteria are
helpful in understanding the New Mexico cases in most instances. 29
Daniel Tyler has examined water litigation in New Mexico with an eye
to determining the rights of communities. Tyler cites an important section
from Mariano Galvan y Rivera's 1842 Ordenanzas de Tierra y Aguas titled
"Special Suggestions to Those Who Measure Out and Divide Up the Waters." It says that the most equitable thing to do when stream Row was reduced or there were numerous water grants on river courses was to "completely forget the antiquity of the respective grants, and considering everyone
equal, proceed to prorate the division [of water] by days and nights ... so that
the benefit and loss may be divided up equally amongst everyone." Tyler
concludes that in New Mexico water administration, equitable or propor-
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tional distribution \\fas the objective and that both Spaniards and Mexicans
developed a system of sharing designed to avoid costly litigation. Absolute
water rights were inconsistent with Spanish thinking and inappropriate to the
New Mexican environment. 3o
This article builds on the work of Tyler, Meyer, Taylor, Lipsett-Rivera,
and other colonial Latin American scholars who emphasize the tension between competing principles articulated by the courts and advocated by parties vying for scarce irrigation water. In the cases studied, one of the parties
to the conflict had been using the water on a stream system longer than the
other party, claiming that prior use justified an award of a large share or all
of the available water. However, only in rare cases did the doctrine of prior
use prevail. The competing principle of need/equity usually won out in water-allocation decisions. Although the court often recognized the importance
of prior use and gave the senior water user some deference and privilege, it
generally allocated the water on the basis of need/equity.3!

Background of Water Allocation in Spain and Mexico
Among the precedents for the allocation of water in New Mexico was the
Tribunal of Waters in Valencia, Spain. During the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries this tribunal met every Thursday on the steps of the cathedral of
Valencia to make water-allocation decisions and resolve the previous week's
irrigation conflicts. The primary function of the Tribunal of Waters, which
was made up of the officials of the seven acequias of the Valencia Huerta
(irrigated region), was the informal allocation of water among the acequias.
Irrigators pleaded their cases without lawyers, and Tribunal decisions were
swift and summary and free from appeal. Water allocations were based on
customary law-local knowledge and practice-and were not highly technicapz According to Thomas F. Glick, "each irrigator received water in proportion to the amount of land he held.... All irrigators shared in times of
abundance and were equally deprived in times of drought." Likewise in New
Mexico two or three centuries later, the lack of lawyers and the remoteness
of the province caused irrigators to seek solutioris to water conflicts from alcaldes and governors and, on occasion, from the local priest. Just as in medieval Valencia, the administration of justice in both land and water cases in
New Mexico was based largely on local custom. 33
A water judge (juez de aguas) was often appointed by municipalities, as authorized by the Recopilaci6n, to adjudicate water disputes involving Indians in
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central Mexico. 14 Although the juez de aguas is still found in widely scattered
locations in Mexico, the office mostly died out at the end of the sixteenth
century. Some communities such as Celaya then followed the example of
the Valencia Tribunal ofWaters, whereby "water administration and dispute
adjustment were assumed by the farmers themselves."35 The practice of appointing water judges continued into the nineteenth century throughout
Mexico and especially in New Mexico. These officials, sometimes called
alcaldes deagua, jueces/veedores, and mandadores, also made their water
allocations in accordance with local custom. 36
Local customary law has always existed alongside a more uniform nationallaw in Spain and the Americas. Customary law helped define more explicitly property rights described abstractly in national law. In this process, local
customs accepted over time were then incorporated into written Spanish
law. Water rights particularly did not lend themselves to precise formulation
in compilations oflaws like the Reco/Jilacfon. The dialectic between the law
of Spain and her colonies embodied in the Reco/Jilacfon on one hand and
local customary law on the other was often present in New Mexico land and
water cases. 17

Laws and Local Ordinances
The task of making water-allocation decisions in the Spanish colonial and
Mexican periods in New Mexico fell most often to local governmental officials, who not only allocated water but also enacted ordinances articulating
guidelines for distribution of water. These ordinances were often part of
broader sets of rules governing the founding of new settlements and the distribution ofland and water within those settlements. Such a body of rules was
promulgated for the Villa of Santa Fe in 1609 and for the Villa of Pitic (now
Hermosillo, Sonora), in 1781.38
The Plan of Pitic contains instructions for the establishment of the Villa of
Pitic, the election of a municipal government, the setting aside of common
lands within the four square leagues granted to the villa, and the distribution
ofland and water to the settlers. Article 19 of the Plan of Pitic provided for the
distribution of irrigable land and the designation of acequias to irrigate that
land, so that each settler would know the headgate by which his land was to be
irrigated. 39 Article 19 also provided that settlers shall "not have the right or
power to take water belonging to others nor in a greater quantity than is their
share."4o Article 20 provided that an alcalde or mandador be appointed to dis-
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tribute the water diverted from the acequia madre (main ditch) to the branch
ditches. That official was required to list the hours of the day and night when
each landowner could irrigate. The plan directed the mandador (similar to
today's mayordomo) to allocate the water "in accordance with the need of
each irrigated tract."4! The Plan of Pitic thus mandated equity and need as
the overriding principles of water distribution.
The instructions given by Viceroy Luis de Velasco to Governor Pedro de
Peralta in 1609 for the founding of Santa Fe contained a similar provision.
The alcaldes and regidores (councilmen) of the villa were to delineate house
lots and garden sites and apportion "the water necessary for the irrigation" of
the irrigable tracts. Again, need was the leading criterion mentioned in these
viceregal instructions. 42 Santa Fe was settled in 1610, and by April or May the
Spaniards had dug the two main acequias: the Acequia Madre south of the
Santa Fe River, ~nd what came to be known as the Acequia Muralla north
of the river. Over the next two and a half centuries, more explicit water distribution ordinances were enacted for all the Santa Fe acequias. 43

In 1722 alcalde Francisco Bueno de Bohorquez yCorcuera promulgated
an ordinance dealing with water distribution for the two Santa Fe acequias. 44
When the Santa Fe River became low and water scarce by mid-July, the alcalde appointed two men to act as water judges/inspectors, one for the acequia north of the river and the other for the acequia and springs in the Analco
district to the south. Their charge was to examine the fields irrigated by each
acequia and to allocate the water, each "responding always to the greatest
need."45 The larger the field, the more water it would receive, but unweeded
fields foreshadowing a lost crop would receive no water until the jueces/
veedores saw fit. The judges/inspectors were cautioned that the poor widows
should receive their share of water and that under no circumstances should
they favor their relatives or "mistreat anyone in word or in deed."46 They were
to be impartial, "giving to everyone what they need."47 Should anyone be
rude to the judges, he or she would be subject to a twenty-five peso fine and
eight days in jail. However, this ideal of equitable water distribution despite
gender, age, or wealth did not always hold up in practice. 48
Alcalde Bueno de Bohorquez named Tomas Jiron de Tejeda as judge/
inspector for the acequias north of the Santa Fe River and Nicolas Ortiz for
the acequias south of the river in the Analco barrio. A year later Ortiz, who
owned land north of the Santa Fe River on the northern acequia, incurred
the wrath ofJiron de Tejeda and alcalde Bueno de Bohorquez for violating
the water regulation he had been appointed to enforce. The trouble began
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on a Sunday night in July 1723. While Cristobal Armenta and several other
pobres tried utilizing their turn on the upper acequia to irrigate their fields,
they suddenly realized that there was no water in the ditch. The next morning, when Armenta walked up the acequia to find out who was diverting the
water, he found that Nicolas Ortiz himself had turned the acequia into his
own wheat field. Armenta complained to alcalde Bueno de Bohorquez who
sent Jiron de Tejeda and another water distributor (repartidor) to investigate.
Finding the acequia blocked with sod (cespedes), the inspectors told Ortiz to
report to the alcalde the next day and explain his violcition of the water regulations, ofwhich he was certainly aware. However, Ortiz did not appear until
the next evening, and when alcalde Bueno de Bohorquez asked why he had
not reported that morning, Ortiz claimed that the midday sun made him ill.
For this insolence Bueno de Bohorquez tried to arrest Ortiz and place him
in the guardhouse, where he would find ample shade, but Ortiz defiantly
drew his sword and raced across the plaza to the parish church, where he
would receive asylum and immunity from arrest. 49
After his dramatic flight across the Santa Fe plaza Ortiz petitioned Lieutenant Governor Juan Paez Hurtado for relief. Paez Hurtado allowed Ortiz
to leave the church without fear of arrest and assigned the case to Governor
Juan Domingo Bustamante, who was away from the capital. Unfortunately,
nothing in this case file reveals Governor Bustamante's ruling and Ortiz's
fate, but the lack of a final decree by the governor leaves the impression that
the elite Captain Nicolas Ortiz escaped punishment, in spite of his insubordination and flagrant disregard of the Santa Fe water regulations. 50
Although the Ortiz case indicates that the Spanish elite could sometimes
violate water-allocation rules with impunity, the opposite was true in fact. As
the thickness of this criminal expediente (court file) testifies, alcalde Bueno
de Bohorquez seriously enforced his own water regulations, which decreed
the equitable distribution of water between the poor and the elites. It is unlikely that after a lengthy public investigation Captain Nicolas Ortiz would
be able easily to steal someone else's water, especially when alcalde Bueno
de Bohorquez displayed such a readiness to put him in jail. Certainly the
poor people on the upper acequia north of the Santa Fe River were able to
irrigate freely during the time that Ortiz was taking refuge in the parish
church. The pobres learned that reporting infractions to the alcalde would
initiate legal action against offenders. Nicolas Ortiz also complained that
during his asylum in the church, his untended crops and livestock were in
jeopardy and that one of his cattle died. Perhaps he learned that defying a determined alcalde did not pay in the long run. 51
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Another example of the passions aroused by a lawsuit over water was an
1833 case concerning an acequia near Santa Cruz de la Canada. This time,
the issue was the location of an acequia, not water allocation. Diego Pacheco
had peremptorily moved the acequia in question to a new location, but the
ayuntamiento (town council) of Santa Cruz de la Canada decided that the
acequia should return to its old location. This decision was agreed to by almost everyone, except Diego Pacheco, who told the ayuntamiento that he
would continue using the prohibited acequia even ifhe had to ki)l someone.
The ayuntamiento's response demonstrates the connection between religion
and the administration of water. The ayuntamiento told Pacheco that "God
did not order the taking of lives [even for] just causes."5Z
Almost fifty years after alcalde Bueno de Bohorquez decreed the 1722 Santa
Fe water regulations, the same water-distribution problems still plagued the
villa, and new issues had developed. In 1768 Governor Pedro Fermin de
Mendinueta issued a banda (edict) covering a range of agricultural problems
including irrigation and the thorny issue of animal damage to planted fields.
Given that many fields were unfenced, it was difficult to keep cattle and pigs
from getting into irrigated farmlands, and pigs and other srrialler animals still
easily invaded the few fields enclosed by primitive fences. Governor Mendinueta provided that owners of animals causing damage would be fined iftheir
livestock was found harming "planted fields so necessary for the subsistence of
the people." Experts appointed by alcalde Felipe Tafoya would survey the
damage and assess the fine. 53 Governor Mendinueta then dealt with some new
concerns, one of which was "the number of thefts that take place in the cornfields and gardens of those who take the trouble to plant and cultivate their
lands."54 Settlers who lost their gardens to weeds may have been among the
agricultural thieves. The governor, well informed about the problem (possibly
he himself had been a victim of vegetable theft), detailed a plan for solving it
that included penalties for those caught stealing produce. Whites (blancos)
would suffer public shame (vergiien.za) at the pillory (picota) with the stolen
vegtables hanging from their necks, and mestizos (de color quebrada) would
receive twenty-five lashes. 55 Mendinueta also attempted to limit access to
planted lands by would-be produce thieves. 56
A key part of Governor Mendinueta's agricultural plans involved water
distribution. First,.Mendinueta ordered all vecinos "to plant and cultivate
[their farmlands] on time."57 Second, the governor directed the alcalde to
apply a water-distribution standard relating to the amount of work an irrigator had performed on his field. The alcalde was to distribute scarce water
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with equity (con equidad), but Mendinueta instructed, "If someone should
ask for water and their cornfields or gardens are lost and incapable of producing because of failure to cultivate, [the water] will be denied them."58
This regulation clearly expresses the connection between equity and need
as principles ofwater allocation. Equity did not mean that the available water
would be divided equally between irrigators. Rather, the concept meant that
only farmers who invested labor in their fields would be allocated the water
their crops required. The overriding principle was sustaining the crops to
produce food for the subsistence of the people. The need of the fields could
be ascertained in a concrete way, allowing the alcalde to define more narrowly the abstract concept of equity. This idea also seems to have had religious overtones, tying the principle of equity to a divine equity or balance
that, if properly applied, would bring the rain, as we will see in the Santa Fe
water regulations from the late 1820S still to be discussed. 59
Another group of water allocation and acequia ordinances was issued by
the Santa Fe ayuntamiento in the late 1820S and early 1830S. These regulations often dealt with flooding of streets by acequias that lacked canDas (culverts) or flumes or whose banks were not high enough. Another concern was
the relationship between public health and maintaining clean acequias. An
1833 decree of the Santa Fe ayuntamiento, drafted by Antonio Barreiro, provided that "acequias and streams must be kept clean and persons prevented
from polluting or befouling them with garbage, dead animals or whatever
else."60 In a time when sanitation was almost nonexistent, such measures
were necessary, if not always effective. 61
On the issue of water allocation, the Santa Fe ayuntamiento had shifted
from the concept of equity as defined in eighteenth-century New Mexico to a
criterion that was closer to equality. In 1829 the ayuntamiento promulgated an
ordinance concerning water distribution and acequias containing the usual
provision requiring canoas where acequias crossed roads and trails. Although
noting that acequia overflows were causing little swamps to appear all over
Santa Fe, the ayuntamiento made no connection between the scarcity of irrigation water and the loss of acequia water from lack of proper canoas. The
emphasis in these 1829 regulations was on the appointment of an official to
distribute the water "in an orderly and completely efficient [manner]."62 As in
Governor Mendinueta's decree sixty years earlier, the encouragement offarming was a primary object ofthe ayuntamiento, but instead ofapplying the principle of equity (equidad); the ayuntamiento told the water distributor (repartidor de agua) to allocate the water"equally without excepting anyone."63
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By declaring a new water-distribution standard-equality-the ayuntamiento hoped to avoid complaints from individuals not receiving any water as
well as accusations that the elites were receiving more than their share. Excluding no one from the distribution of water set an impossible task for the water
distributor, which is why the job of mayordomo was (and still is) so difficult. 64
The broad principle of equity differed in application, depending on whether
the concept was igualdad (equality) or equidad. Equidad implied a broad
sense offairness, allowing the kind of interpretation found in Governor Mendinueta's ordnance, in which the need ofthe fields was a modifying standard that
authorities could objectively determine. Igualdad, as used by the 1829 Santa Fe
ayuntamiento, did not allow such latitude in practice and meant that irrigators
would receive roughly the same amount of water regardless of their fields'
condition. Since the result of igualdad was often impractical, especially when
water was scarce, it best fits the analysis of Michael Meyer: "the doctrine of
equity and the common good encompassed lofty and perhaps unattainable
ethical goals."65 In any case, the broad principle of equity and fairness, whether
equidad or igualdad, was usually in opposition to the criteria of prior use as a
water-allocation principle. 66
Equity was also identified with the common good. An 1841 report by the
Santa Fe Water Commission recommended that a grant be made to Guadalupe Miranda because he helped travelers with water and supplies and the
grant would be "in the common good."67 The 1829 Santa Fe ayuntamiento
went even farther. It said that water distribution based on igualdad would
lead to "good harmony [so] God our lord will increase its [flow]. Otherwise,
He will punish US."68 Equal water distribution would lead to harmony, which
in turn would lay the groundwork for divine intervention on behalf of the
community as a whole. This emphasis on community well-being and harmony as among the highest social values was in accord with the key concepts
of the Hispanic legal system of that time.
The idea of compromise, equity, and community welfare were in direct
opposition, however, to the prevailing values of the Anglo American society
that began to penetrate New Mexico with the opening of the Santa Fe Trail
in 1821. The American law at this time emphasized the individualism displayed in an adversarial struggle between the opposing parties. The contest
would lead to a decision with clear winners and losers. In contrast, the Spanish and Mexican system of justice relied heavily on compromise and conciliation to reach an outcome in which each side got something of what they
wanted. 69 The tension between two legal systems, one emphasizing indi-
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vidual rights and the other the rights of the community, was similar to the
opposition of prior use and need/equity as principles of water distribution.
The water allocation principle of prior use was more in step with the Anglo
winner-take-all approach to justice. An examination of specific water allocation cases provides an opportunity to assess the relative importance of prior
use and need/equity in their outcome.

Water Allocation Between Competing Irrigators
In 1762 Antonio Baca was placed in possession of a land grant at Nuestra
Senora de la Luz de la Lagunitas on the Rio Puerco. When alcalde and cartographer Bernardo de Miera y Pacheco placed boundary markers (mojon-

eras) at the four comers of the grant, he placed the fourth mojonera on the
north bank of Agua Salada Creek. The property of another grantee, Juan
Tafoya (Altamirano), embraced the south bank. Agua Salada Creek was apparently an intermittent stream with a scanty flow, so alcalde Miera y Pacheco specified in the act of possession that "these two adjoining settlers shall
have the use of the said water in equal proportions due to its scarcity."7o Having received his grant, and settled and farmed it prior to the Antonio Baca
grant, Tafoya enjoyed prior use, but alcalde Miera y Pacheco mandated a
water-sharing regime based on need/equality.71
Another instance of water allocation by an alcalde took place in Socorro
in 1827. The allocation involved competition between prior use and need/
equity claims. Manuel Trujillo petitioned Governor Antonio Narbona, asserting several claims "as one of the first re-settlers who has cultivated the
land."72 At the time Trujillo was feuding with alcalde Santiago Torres over
several matters, most but not all dealing with water. According to Trujillo,
alcalde Torres had given water "to others who have just settled in the jurisdiction, completely denying us the first [settlers], the use of the water from
the spring by which the land is irrigated."73 Trujillo added that Torres had
also hired someone to spy on him and to report on his extramarital affairs. In
an unusually sophisticated tum of phrase, Trujillo accused the alcalde of
acting "with the despotism of a Robespierre."74
In his response alcalde Santiago Torres laid out the other side of the story,
describing a long series of run-ins with Trujillo. In one instance Torres contacted the asesor(legal advisor) of New Mexico and two impartial experts to
assist the settlement of another acequia dispute involving Trujillo. Although
the settlement had been reduced to writing in Trujillo's presence, he had
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refused to abide by the agreement. Regarding water allocation, Trujillo
charged that the alcalde took the water from Trujillo and his companions
and gave it to those who had just arrived. Denying Trujillo's claim, Torres
countered that water scarcity moved him to follow principles of water distribution laid down by his predecessors. The alcalde's water allocation plan was
to divide the water equally, so that each fJarciante could irrigate a garden
twelve paces wide by two hundred paces long. Torres wrote, "If there was
surplus water [available after the gardens were irrigated], [the alcalde] gave
it to those who sow corn and wheat."75 Given that GovernorNarbona did not
respond to alcalde Torres's report, he probably agreed with the alcalde's water allocation plan. Indeed, delegating authority over water distribution to a
local official was common practice at that time. 76
The effect ofthis distribution, based on need was to give available water
to irrigators in accordance with the nature of their crops. With personal gardens providing for the daily needs of the settlers, even a small garden
(roughly 12 x 200 yards) was important. In some instances, when water was
scarce, the surplus water after irrigating the gardens would not be sufficient
to irrigate the fields of corn and wheat. In that case irrigation preference was
given to those who sowed wheat because "what ought not to be lost is the
wheat fields."77 That allocation was to be made without regard to the prior
use, despite Trujillo's request for such a preference.
In Santa Fe another allocation between different uses was made by the
ayuntamiento in 1832. Unlike the 1722 water regulations under which the
alcalde appointed a water judge/inspector for each of the two Santa Fe acequias, in 1832 each barrio was to appoint a water distributor who would allocate the water with equality. In times of scarcity "the gardens were not to be
given preference over the farmlands."78 The difference between Santa Fe's
and Socorro's water allocations probably related to the age of the Villa of
Santa Fe established in 1610 versus Socorro founded aboutI817. The Socorro
alcalde could cap the size of its residents' gardens since that community was
still in the process of being settled. The size and number of gardens in Santa
Fe, however, had been established for a long time. Located near the residences, the Santa Fe gardens could be irrigated with rainwater collected
from the roofs and channeled into the gardens (chorreras).7 9
Another case pitting prior use against need/equity involved the Pueblo of
Santa Ana and several Spanish irrigators at Angostura southeast of the
pueblo. The Spanish landowners had acquired from San Felipe Pueblo land
that had long been the subject of dispute and litigation between Santa Ana
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and San Felipe. The Guadalajara Audiencia finally heard the matter in 1818,
confirming an earlier decision ordering the Spaniards who had purchased
lands from San Felipe to restore them to Santa Ana. Most Spaniards accepted other lands at Algodones 80
However, a few stayed at Angostura. Among that number were Pablo
Montoya, Antonio Montoya, and Juan Pablo Archibeque, who not only remained on the land but continued to farm it. Not surprisingly, these Spaniards (especially Pablo Montoya) were involved in water disputes with Santa
Ana Pueblo.8I To settle the first dispute in April of 1824, Governor Bartolome
Baca signed a temporary settlement (composicion) of water use between
Santa Ana and the Angostura irrigators to preserve the crops that had already
been planted. Baca's solution was "to join [the Hispanic vecinos] as co-owners of the [Santa Ana] acequia with the same limits as last year."82 In 1829
another dispute between Santa Ana and Pablo Montoya was resolved by ordering that Montoya be required to work on the acequia and be allowed to
continue irrigating from the Santa Ana acequia. 83 Five years later in 1834, the
Montoyas and Archibeque asked Governor Francisco Sarracino (1833':"'1835)
to implement Governor Baca's 1824 decree. The Montoyas and Archibeque
told the governor that their farmlands were adjacent to Santa Ana's irrigable
lands and both could be irrigated from Santa Ana's acequia. According to the
petitioners, the 1824 decree, mandatil)g joint ownership of the acequia, had
still not been executed. They asked Sarracino "in view of our ... necessity,
to provide that we join together with said Pueblo IndiaI1s in the work on the
acequia so that we can irrigate our planted fields that are in existence right
now."84 In response, the governor ordered that the alcalde should "do the
most suitable justice" so that the Angostura settlers would not lose their
planted fields. 85
Although Pablo Montoya and the other Angostura residents had probably
been able to irrigate during the period that they were fighting with Santa Ana
over water, they did not receive an allocation of water until 1836 when they
petitioned alcalde Jose Andres Sandoval. The Angosturan's 1834 petition had
emphasized the necessity of irrigating their planted fields. Recognizing their
need, Sandoval notified the mayordomo of the Santa Ana acequia that "in
the distribution of water [the mayordomo shall] be guided by the greatest
need."86 Two years later, Pablo Montoya complained to the alcalde of Santa
Ana "that he had lost his farmland for the lack of water,"87 although he had
a right to the acequia. Alcalde Salvador Montoya ordered that the Santa Ana
mayordomo give Montoya the water because "even if he did not have any
right, necessity is the highest of alllaws."88
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It would appear that Pablo Montoya and his neighbors had been irrigating their fields informally over the ten years from 1824 to 1834, but the pueblo
had not granted them formal status as irrigators on the Santa Ana acequia.
Every time the Angostura settlers requested a more formal water allocation,
they were allowed to continue their informal practice but granted nothing
more. The 1836 and 1838 declarations of the principle of necessity, emphasizing the irrigation of planted fields, are among the strongest of all the cases
studied. In spite of the prior use of Santa Ana and the highly questionable
nature of Pablo Montoya's title, he and his neighbors were still allowed a
share of water from the Santa Ana acequia based on their need, as long as
they performed their share of work on the acequia.
In 1837, Governor Albino Perez rendered a similar decision concerning
the Santo Domingo acequia, although he emphasized the rights of the
pueblo in this case. Apparently the pueblo had complained to Perez about
interference with its acequia by its Hispanic neighbors. The governor's interim ruling gave the pueblo the right to continue using its acequia without
interference until the case was formally decided. The governor adopted formulaic language used in many water allocation decisions in the 1820S and
18308, stating that the purpose of his interim decrees was to "protect respectively the rights of the mentioned parties, without ignoring [the right] that
because of antiquity and seniority protected the Pueblo of Santo
Domingo."89 Similar language was used in a series of decisions affecting Taos
Pueblo and its Hispanic neighbors rend~red in 1815 and 1823. In these decisions, strong prior use language on behalfof the pueblo did not preclude
water sharing between Taos Pueblo and its neighbors.

Water Allocation in the Taos Valley
As we have seen, during the late 1820S and early 1830S the Santa Fe ayuntamiento passed several water allocation ordinances in which the criterion
of need/equity was paramount. The underlying theme of these local laws was
that attempting to satisfy the needs of every irrigator was in the best interest
of the community. The rhetoric of allocating water in an equitable manner
according to need did not always work out in practice, but the idea had been
present in Santa Fe water ordinances as early as 1722. Thus, by the 1820S
Santa Fe had a history of over two centuries of water allocation among relatively few acequias. 90
The situation in Taos was different. Ute and Comanche raiding had prevented substantial population growth in the Taos area until Spaniards made
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a lasting peace with the Comanches in 1786. Between 1790 and 1821 the number of Spaniards in the Taos region quadrupled from a little over three hundred to more than twelve hundred persons. 9! New settlements grew up on the
grants surrounding Taos Pueblo with farmers irrigating from the RIO Hondo,
Arroyo Seco, Rio Fernando, RIO Chiquito, Rio Grande del Rancho, Rio Lucero, and RIO Pueblo. Water on the latter two streams passed through the
heart of Taos Pueblo and was shared between the pueblo and its Hispanic
neighbors 9z The influx of population into the Taos Valley in the first decades
of the nineteenth century was one of the factors causing the alcaldes and the
Taos ayuntamiento to render fairly conservative water allocation decisions
"favoring well-established landowners, to the great disappointment of outsiders eager for new farmlands."93 Another factor affecting the water allocation
decisions in Taos was Governor Alberto Maynez and his bold but sometimes
unrealistic land and water decrees. 94
The year 181S was a watershed for Governor Maynez. He made the Arroyo
Hondo grant along the RIO Hondo north ofTaos Pueblo, and he ordered the
alcalde of Taos to measure the Taos Pueblo league and evict the Spaniards
within its limits. 95 No Spaniards were evicted, however, and the Arroyo
Hondo grant was made by Governor Maynez on 2 April 181S, after he was
assured by the petitioners that the land requested "was distant from the league of the Indians."96 However, Taos Pueblo was not notified either at the
time of the Arroyo Hondo petition or, as was customarily done, at the time
of the act ofpossession on 10 April 181S. On that spring day, forty-one settlers
were placed in possession of the Arroyo Hondo grant on tracts of land averaging one hundred varas along the Rio Hondo. 97
When Taos Pueblo found out about the Arroyo Hondo grant, its leaders
complained to Governor Maynez on 11 April 181S, the day after the Arroyo
Hondo act of possession. The pueblo, through its governor, Jose Francisco
Lujan, did not mention the Arroyo Hondo grant directly but simply asked
that its "league ofland to the four cardinal points" be measured and delivered to them, "so that our families can expand their planted fields and our
animals can have ample pasture."98 Governor Maynez knew that Arroyo
Hondo was on Lujan's mind, however, for in a notation following his decree
he stated, "If the damages that the Indians ofTaos have described result from
the planting permitted to the residents in the cienega ofArroyo Hondo, they
would not be able to plant."99 Governor Maynez had just made the grant to
. the Arroyo Hondo settlers five days earlier without consulting Taos Pueblo
and now, without notifying the Arroyo Hondo settlers, he was threatening to
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revoke the grant. In addition, Maynez told alcalde Pedro Martin to measure
the Taos Pueblo league (approximately seventeen thousand acres surrounding the pueblo), and if the fields and homes of any Spaniards were found
within the league, they would "have to lose their labor, leaving the land free
[for the Indians of Taos Pueblo]."loo
This decree caused immediate turmoil in Taos and beyond. The local
priest and the Protector de Indios represented the pueblo in the ensuing negotiations, but no one represented the Spaniards who would be displaced if
the Maynez decree were followed to the letter. Alcalde Martin, who had the
responsibility of resolving this impossible situation, told the governor that
three communities of Spaniards, numbering almost two hundred families,
would be dispossessed and suggested a compromise whereby the Spaniards
would stay put in return for a onetime payment of forty-five head oflivestock
to the pueblo. lOI Taos Pueblo immediately rejected that offer, although its
governor and the interpreter had earlier agreed to it. The frustrated alcalde
thus had no compromise to lay before Governor Maynez, but he did point
out that the Arroyo Hondo grant, "ten thousand varas distant from the league
[ofTaos Pueblo]," did not injure the pueblo. 102 Governor Maynez refused to
budge regarding Spaniards on the pueblo league but did relent on the Arroyo
Hondo grant. His position was that "Arroyo Hondo shall be populated by
farmers if it can be done without damage to third parties."lOJ
The dispute over the pueblo league was never fully resolved, though Maynez remained firm to the end and stated that the Pueblos' "rights to the
league which his majesty has granted them is incontestable."104 The governor seemed to modify his position a bit, however, by announcing that he
would not make a final ruling unless he was backed up by a judgment from
the Audiencia of Guadalajara. The governor sought a compromise that
would satisfy both the Indians and Spaniards, but since both sides wanted the
land and Taos Pueblo would accept nothing less, reaching a settlement
seemed impossible.I0 5 Faced with similar situations, earlier governors like
Tomas VeIez Cachupln had been able to compel a compromise that upheld
the four-square-Ieague principle and required the most egregious Spanish
trespassers to move, realizing that rigid enforcement of the pueblo league
was not always practical. 106
"Word of Maynez's Taos Pueblo decision sent shock waves up and down
the spine of New Mexico's nervous system, the RIO Grande," according to
legal historian G. Emlen Hall. 107 Antonio Canjuebes, living inside the league of Santa Clara Pueblo, feared that he might be evicted by Governor
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Maynez and "his peculiar ideas" (sus raras Ideas). So Canjuebes, a Spanishspeaking Indian, took the initiative and filed a petition with the commandante generalin Durango, intimating that the Taos decision had so agitated
the Pueblos that violence could break out at any time. Canjuebes may have
been exaggerating, but he certainly knew about the Maynez decision 'and
believed that he had to go outside New Mexico to get a fair hearing. His case
did not relate to water rights, but when the Durango court ordered Canjuebes off his land unless he established membership in the pueblo to Santa
Clara's satisfaction, it seemed to vindicate Governor Maynez's absolutism
regarding the pueblo league. IDS The effect of Governor Maynez's ruling regarding the Taos league was far reaching and influenced water as well as land
distribution. Less than ten years after the Taos Pueblo litigation, two water
rights allocations, involving parties to the 1815 Taos Pueblo lawsuit andothers, were made by local Taos officials. Again the rhetoric of absolute rights
was sounded, but with water rights absolutes were even harder to enforce in
practice. 109
When two leading residents of Arroyo Seco entered into an agreement
concerning water rights they claimed on the Rio Lucero; both Taos Pueblo
and Fernando de Taos contested Arroyo Seco's claim in a lawsuit that dragged on for years. Finally, on 30 December 1823 the ayuntamiento of Taos
rendered a water allocation decision containing strong language in support
of the prior use rights ofTaos Pueblo and reminiscent of the absolutist stance
of Governor Maynez in 1815. Unlike Maynez, however, the Taos ayuntamiento led by Juan Antonio Lobato, showed some flexibility when it outlined
the respective rights of the parties. As in other lawsuits involving water the
advancement of agriculture was the most important consideration, and that
broad principle meant specifically that "none of the parties should lose their
fields."ltO According to Lobato, Taos Pueblo had a strong claim of prior use
ofthe Rio Lucero because its irrigation from that river dated from "the foundation of the pueblo."lll In addition, Taos had purchased land directly north
of the pueblo known as the Tenorio tract. Ownership of that parcel, Lobato
said, gave the pueblo a new right to the Rio Lucero. As a result, "since time
immemorial [the pueblo members] have been absolute owners with a complete right to the water of the Rio Lucero," according to the ayuntamiento. IIZ
As for Arroyo Seco, the ayuntamiento decided that its settlers had acquired
their land through a grant made by Governor Codallos y Rabal "but had not
made use of the granted land for a long time," and in 1815 began to use their
land. ll3 Nevertheless, the ayuntamiento suggested that"one surco of water
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shall be allowed them [settlers at Arroyo Seco) from the Rio Lucero when the
water is abundant and in times of scarcity it shall be given to them proportionately."114 This water allocation took into account the need of the Arroyo
Seco settlers while recognizing the prior use claims of Taos Pueblo.
This water allocation in December 1823 and another in Arroyo Hondo six
months earlier contain the strongest language concerning absolute water
rights of any New Mexico cases. Nevertheless, the end result was a watersharing compromise in which "no petitioner received all he asked for but no
one was left empty-handed."115 The ayuntamiento, so eager to make a strong
statement on behalf of prior use, seemed to overemphasize land ownership
as a measure of water rights. Unlike the decree a little more than a decade
later by alcalde Jose Andres Sandoval in connection with the Santa Ana acequia, the rights ofArroyo Seco and Taos Pueblo seemed to be based as much
on land ownership as water usage. Pablo Montoya did not have clear title to
his land near the Santa Ana acequia but was allowed to share the water in that
acequia with Santa Ana Pueblo because his planted fields needed water. The
purchase of the Tenorio tract by Taos Pueblo~ which gave the pueblo access
to the Rio Lucero, would not usually establish water rights unless the owners diverted and used water from the river. 116
The Taos ayuntamiento may also have been acting, as did later governors
of Mexican New Mexico, "as a counterbalance in slowing down the rush of
greedy vecinos to possess Indian property."ll? The Indian property in question was unused land, lying within the pueblo league, that vecinos began requesting as early as 1821, in the wake of the liberal legislation of the Spanish
Cortes that remained in force in independent Mexico. IIs Another factor was
the tendency, mentioned earlier, to favor established landowners in competition with newcomers for scarce land and water. The purpose seemed to be
to discourage new settlement in the Taos Valley, and strong statements about
the rights established by prior use were made equally in cases involving Taos
Pueblo, where the prior usage was considered to be from time immemorial,
as in others like Arroyo Hondo, where the prior usage period was not even a
decade. 119
After the initial settlement ofArroyo Hondo, a second settlement, known
as San Antonio, was established upriver in 1823. The San Antonio settlers
received authorization from Governor Jose Antonio Vizcarra (1822-1823) for
the new settlement and were placed in possession of their private tracts by
alcalde Vicente Trujillo in late May 1823. About that same time the settlers
dug two acequias that still irrigate their farmlands, the San Antonio Acequia
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to the north and the Prando Acequia south of the Rio Hondo. These acequias, and another dug from the Rio Hondo by Arroyo Seco settlers, threatened Arroyo Hondo's water supply, causing settlers to complain to the Taos
ayuntamiento. 120
On 23 July 1823 alcalde Juan Antonio Lobato made a water allocation between Arroyo Hondo, San Antonio (upper Arroyo HondoNaldez), and Arroyo Seco. His decision contains some of the strongest prior use language of
any of the water cases studied. Foreshadowing his Rio Lucero allocation in
December of the same year, Lobato first decided the relative rights of the
Arroyo Seco settlers vis-a-vis both Arroyo Hondo settlements. According to
the ayuntamiento, "Arroyo Hondo [both settlements] has a complete and
absolute rightto the water from its source": Arroyo Hondo because of its antiquity and San Antonio because of the possession authorized by Governor
Vizcarra. l2l The ayuntamiento continued, "Without the permission and
consent [ofArroyo Hondo] the settlers ofArroyo Seco cannot use the acequia
which they have taken out of the said river," for the water belonged to those
who cultivated lands on the banks of the river. 122 This presented Arroyo Seco
(and Desmontes two miles to the east) with a potentially crippling water
rights problem, which was apparently resolved, for these communities have
continued to irrigate from the Cuchilla acequia. 123 It is interesting to note the
similarity in the language between this July case and the December Taos
Pueblo-Arroyo Seco water allocation. Alcalde Lovato and the ayuntamiento
did not distinguish between the prior use of an Indian Pueblo and that of a
relatively recent Hispanic community, but used strong absolutist language
in both cases.

Water Allocation Between the Pueblos
Some pueblos asserted the principle of prior use against other pueblos, and
in a dispute between Acoma and Laguna Pueblos, each one claimed prior
use over the other. Since Laguna was founded, the two pueblos had been
fighting over the water from the Rio San Jose. In 1757 Governor Marin del
Valle ruled in favor ofAcoma on land irrigated at Cubero but recognized that
Laguna should have "the privilege of irrigating their sowings in case the running water subsides."124 When fray Francisco Atanasio Dominguez made his
visitation to Acoma in 1776, he reported thatAcomas at Cubero were irrigating with water from the Rio San Jose and noted that Cubero was three leagues from Laguna and five to six leagues from Acoma. At Cubero the Acoma
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Indians "sow all they can ... on both sides of the river that flows to Laguna .
. . and harvest very reasonable cropS."12) In 1788 fray Juan Agustin Morff
described the land at Cubero as "the best which they [the Acomas] possess,
as much because of the good quality of the land as because they utilize the
irrigation which the spring of EI Gallo makes easy for them." According to
Morfi, the irrigated fields at Cubero were "two short leagues wide from east
to west and ahalf-a-Ieague long from north to south."126 Laguna and Acoma
were apparently sharing water, with Laguna retaining a right to surplus water
under the 1757 Marin del Valle decree.
By 1827 Laguna had become dissatisfied with this arrangement. In a petition to Governor Narbona, the Lagunas stated that Acoma irrigated its large
cultivated gardens near the pueblo from springs at the foot of the pueblo
when seasonal rain (de temporal) was insufficient. Laguna had no dispute
with Acoma over those springs and fields, but in relation to the Cubero lands,
Laguna spokesmen asked the governor for a preference over water from the
Rio San Jose although the Lagunas would allow the Acomas to "plant a small
tract so as not to impede the flow ofwater." Lying downstream on the Rio San
Jose, Laguna claimed prior use- but not exclusive use-over its water and
believed that Acoma was impeding its flow. No decision was made on the
Laguna petition. 127
Remaining unresolved throughout the Mexican period, the Acoma-Laguna dispute became one of the earliest water rights cases filed in the territorial courts of New Mexico. In 1854 Acoma filed suit against Laguna to
determine the ownership of land and water rights near the Ojo del Gallo.
Acoma claimed that its ancestors, known as the Pueblos ofTsiam-a, had settled on the Rio del Gallo more than two hundred years before. Sometime
later, the Acomas claimed, Laguna Pueblo was established on the same
stream below the Pueblo ofTsiam-a. Laguna initially claimed only the Rio
del Gallo's surplus water not used by Acoma but later asserted equal or exclusive entitlement to the water in that stream. Disputing many ofthe historical claims made by Acoma, the Lagunas argued that Acoma had lost some
water rights through abandonment. Nevertheless, in this case Laguna did not
claim a preferential or exclusive right but rather a right "in common with the
Acoma people."128

In the case brought by Acoma, the territorial district court of New Mexico
decided that Acoma owned most of the land in dispute and that its people
were in fact the descendants of the Pueblo ofTsiam-a. The court enjoined
Laguna from using the land in question but awarded it the surplus water.
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However, the decision did not settle all the land and water problems between
Acoma and Laguna. Water rights issues were often resolved through selfhelp. At one point, when the Lagunas tried to take their share of water, the
Acomas violently expressed their disagreement with the amount of water
diverted. Invading Laguna farms, a band ofAcomas began tearing up onions
and corn, burning houses, and taking hoes, plows, and blankets. 129 Acoma
alleged trespass by Laguna and, in connection with the Acoma-Laguna water wars, filed several cases. These lawsuits show some animosity between the
pueblos, but all cases were settled, demonstratingthat both pueblos continued the practice ofwater-sharing. Although there was a long history of acrimony over land and water rights between Acoma and Laguna, the two pueblos were eventually compelled to share water out of necessity.110

Attempts to Prevent Upstream Irrigation
Most New Mexico settlers realized that, once a junior water appropriator was
settled upstream from a senior water user and had begun farming, the principle of need/equity would override prior use and lead to water sharing, especially in times of scarcity. Accordingly the first settlers on a river often tried
to prevent any settlement upriver from them. One example of this type of
preventative action involved the Juan Tafoya (Altamirano) and San Fernando grants. In 1767 settlers on the San Fernando grant asked that the boundaries of the Tafoya grant be measured, claiming encroachment on the San
Fernando grant. Finding at least two and a half leagues between the grants,
alcalde Bartolome Fernandez rejected the San Fernando protest. lll However, the root of San Fernando's objection was that they did not want anyone
irrigating upstream from them. San Fernando farmers understood that, once
upstream irrigators were in place, downstream irrigators would likely be constrained to share available water in spite of their prior use. ll2 The settlers on
the San Fernando grant also protested adjoining grants to Luis Jaramillo and
to settlers from Atrisco. In their objection to the Luis Jaramillo grant the San
Fernando settlers referred to their lack of water as one of the reasons for the
protest. ll3

In 1795, the residents of Ranchos de Taos tried a different strategy to preempt irrigation upstream from their settlement. Instead of waiting until
Spanish authorities made an adjoining grant, the settlers protested that they
had "information indicating that other vecinos intended to request a grant
[upriver from Ranchos de Taos], or had already requested a grant."1l4 This
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would cause Ranchos de Taos settlers great damage, they said, "because our
majesty knows that said river goes dry and our planted fields are large."m Not
limiting themselves to this protest, however, the Ranchos de Taos settlers
filed another petition asking that the land upriver (later known as the Rancho
del Rfo Grande grant) be granted to them for grazing and not for farming,
"because of the scarcity of the water in the river and because [the river] often goes dry." Governor Fernando Chacon made the grant to the petitioners, who were placed in possession on 9 April 1795. Now the problem of
avoiding upstream irrigators seemed to have been solved. IJ6
Since the Rancho del Rfo Grande grant remained unsettled, it was a
tempting target for landless Hispanos seeking farmland. Nicolas Sandoval
was the first to give in to that temptation, submitting unsuccessful petitions
in 1827 and 1837 to secure the Rancho del Rfo Grande land for settlement
and farming. In his second petition, Nicolas Sandoval told Governor Albino
Perez that he and his fellow settlers were "not asking for any waters [from the
river] for the irrigation of [their] fields" but would rely on springs in the
mountains for irrigation. 1J7 When the ayuntamiento was asked for a report,
its representatives said a grant to Nicolas Sandoval and associates would damage "about 300 families who have lands below ... as the springs which irrigate the [Rancho del Rio Grande] tract are very small and always scanty and
would not be sufficient to irrigate their fields."138 The implication of the
ayuntamiento's report was that the lack of sufficient irrigation water from
springs on the grant would require new settlers to divert water from the river,
forcing downstream users at Ranchos de Taos to share scarce water that was
already inadequate for their needs. Based on this report Governor Albino
Perez rejected the petition of Nicolas Sandoval. By means of the Rancho del
Rfo Grande grant Ranchos de Taos irrigators were able to prevent upriver
settlement and the water-sharing regime that would inevitably result. IJ9
Often, however, downstream irrigators were unsuccessful in preventing
new upriver settlements and were compelled to share water with the new
settlers. In 1752 Juan de Gabaldon asked Governor Velez Cachupfn for a
grant of uncultiyated land on both sides of the Rio Tesuque east of Tesuque
Pueblo. Gabaldon needed irrigated farmland to support his family but was
unable to find any in Santa Fe due to "the great scarcity of water" there. 14o
When alcalde Jose Bustamante Tagle summol1ed the neighboring landowners to investigate the feasibility of making the grant, Juan Benavidez, a landowner downriver from both Gabaldon and Tesuque Pueblo, objected to the
Gabaldon grant. According to Benavfdez, "if the canon were settled, not a
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drop of water would reach him or his fields."141 In spite of Benavfdez's and
Tesuque's objections, Governor Velez Cachupfn made the grant to Juan
Gabaldon, because in his opinion Tesuque Pueblo would suffer no prejudice and the land should not be left unsettled. Gabaldon had promised to
construct a reservoir (tanque), with the help of Tesuque Pueblo and Benavfdez, but Velez Cachupfn ordered him not to "dam [the river] or impede
the course of the water that may be necessary for the cultivation and irrigation of the land of the two ranchos adjoining on the south and north."142 The
governor had received "other private reports" (otms reservados) bringing to
his attention the existence of several springs on the Gabaldon grant that
could augment the supply of irrigation water downstream. (This contrasts
with the Rancho del Rfo Grande grant and the Sandoval petition in which
a determination was made that the springs there would not increase the flow
of the river.) Governor Velez Cachupfn's instructions were characteristically
precise about water sharing on the Gabaldon grant:
When it shall become necessary to dam the flow from the springs of
water that may be within his boundaries which may serve for purposes
of irrigation with some other vecino who has no other water ... they
shall make an agreement about who can irrigate with said waters. 143
Thus the governor clarified what had been a vague promise by Gabaldon
to construct a reservoir with the help of his neighbors. The tanque was to be
filled with water that flowed from the springs on his grant, and the tanque was
to be built with the help of Gabaldon's neighbors, who lacked water and
would be able to irrigate with water from the reservoir. Most importantly, the
parties building the tanque had to enter into a water-sharing agreement covering what land was to be irrigated with that water. However, when alcalde
Bustamante Tagle placed Juan Gabaldon in possession of his grant, there was
no mention of the reservoir or of a water-sharing agreement. Instead Gabaldon was ordered "not to injure any of his neighbors by cutting off from them
the water running in the river during the time they need it, especially from
the Indians of the pueblo of San Diego de Tesuque."I44

It is interesting to observe the different emphasis placed on the issues of
water distribution by alcalde Bustamante Tagle and Governor Velez Cachupfn. The alcalde had brought the Benavfdez protest to the governor's attention, yet Velez Cachupfn made no finding about whether Juan Benavfdez
would suffer a loss of water if the Gabaldon grant were made. The governor
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was most concerned with the practicalities of finding irrigable land to relieve
the population pressure in Santa Fe where irrigation water was scarce. 145
Governor Velez Cachupin realized that there was some hope of increasing
the water supply at Tesuque by damming the runoff from springs on the
Gabaldon grant. In any case successful agriculture in the area would require
a wateHharing regime, and alcalde Bustamante Tagle was the one who
would initially have to administer it. When issuing his decree, Velez
Cachupin had to take into account the entire province, while the alcalde
focused more on his own jurisdiction. In the end, however, both officials
helped sanction the settlement of Juan de Gabaldon upriver from Tesuque
Pueblo, Juan Benavidez, and other Spanish settlers. Consequently, downstream prior use would be ineffective against the imperative of water sharing.
However, the water-sharing schedules that were developed over the next four
decades seemed to respect the right ofTesuque Pueblo to a substantial share
of the available water, while the Spanish settlers' portion expanded and contracted depending on the circumstances. 146
The Pueblos also used the tactic of obtaining an upriver grant of land to
protect downriver irrigators. In the case of Santa Clara Pueblo, their grant of
upriver land, known as the Canada de Santa Clara, came about in a less direct
way than did the Rancho del Rio Grande grant. The history of the Canada de
Santa Clara grant illustrates the near inevitability of a water-sharing problem
to a downstream user when upstream lands are in different hands. In 1724 a .
grant was made to Cristobal Tafoya upstream from Santa Clara Pueblo on the
condition that the land be used only for grazing. From 1724 to 1763 several
different Spaniards grazed cattle on the grant. In 1763, the priest at Santa Clara
Pueblo, fray Mariano Rodriguez de la Torre, told Governor Velez Cachupin
that the Spaniards were not abiding by the grazing limitation but were now
farming upriver from Santa Clara. 147 Velez Cachupin was outraged at the violation of the grazing-only condition and declared the upstream grant null and
void. Not only was the no-farming condition broken, but the upriver grant was
closer than a league and one-half to the Pueblo. Accordingly, the governor
decreed that the area would henceforth "be for farmlands and ejido of the
Pueblo," in addition to the pueblo league, and "no vecinos are to be allowed
to settle on the land ~r be given a grant there."148 Governor Velez Cachupin
was in effect making a new grant to Santa Clara Pueblo to protect its water
source. Now theoretically, any upriver irrigating would be done by Santa
Clarans. But in 1780 Governor Juan Bautista de Anza reaffirmed Velez Cachupin's decree prohibiting grants to Spaniards within the area covered by the
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Cafiada de Santa Clara grant, because the priest had complained that another Spaniard was occupying this land.
The Canada de Santa Clara grant was confirmed to Santa Clara Pueblo
by the Court of Private Land Claims in 1894 "for all the lands in the valley
between the foothills on each side of the Santa Clara River westward from
the west boundary of the Pueblo of Santa Clara grant as far as the foot of the
mountains." This land was first surveyed at over 1800 acres but later reduced
to 490 acres. 149 Although the area of the confirmed grant was probably reduced far beyond the acreage originally intended, the purpose of the grant
was achieved, at least through 1885, when the pueblo indicated that the prohibition of settlement had protected the Santa Claran water supply.15D Both
Santa Clara Pueblo and the residents of Ranchos de Taos were aware that
they could not rely on prior use to prevent the sharing ofwater once upstream
irrigators were in place.

Conclusion
Water allocations in Hispanic New Mexico generally involved competition
between the two rival principles of prior use and need/equity. The first settlers often raised prior use as an argument, while irrigators who settled later
advocated need and equity. These later settlers typically claimed that their
survival depended on the ability to irrigate their crops. Lacking the right to
claim prior use, they argued that available water should be apportioned
equitably, especially in times of scarcity, to irrigate the gardens and fields of
all families in need.
Usually the principle of need/equity prevailed over prior use and each
side was allowed some irrigation water. The nature of the need/equity criterion led to a water-sharing tradition, whereas at the core of the prior use argument was an element of exclusivity foreign to New Mexico's water regulations and decisions. Spanish colonial and Mexican water litigation revealed
a flexible, community-based water allocation system in New Mexico. A system breakdown could become a matter of life and death, and a period of
drought tested the cohesion and cooperation of a community. From digging
the acequia to rotating the irrigation, the level ofa community's cooperation
could determine its viability and survival. 151 This was especially true in northern New Spain where the country's aridity made water one of the most precious resources. But community was equally precious. A rigid winner-takeall water system was inimical to community solidarity, and without community there was no surviving the harsh realities of frontier life. 15z
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The concept of water sharing is still applied on many of New Mexico's
community acequias. Taos acequias have obtained official sanction for their
customary water-sharing regimes based on a 1991 court hearing before Special Master Frank Zinno One of the acequia commissioners at that hearing
on need. If we feel that a field needs some
testified: "We share water based
water, we ~an help that person
Those are the customs that were developed arid used by our ancestors."153 The cases and regulations reviewed here
tend to corroborate that statement. Although New Mexico irrigators have
fought over water during times of drought, the water allocation regime they
followed in the end was one of "sharing the shortages."
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